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AUTONOMY

Projector seeks independence from students’ association
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I

t is a delicate process, attempting independence.
A true quest for autonomy should
be purposeful, thoughtful, and not simply
the boundary-testing rebellion of a being
in its formative years. Making the decision
to strike out on one’s own can be fraught
with mis-steps, cut ties, and hurt feelings, and that choice should not be made
without the knowledge that the potential
risks may outweigh the eventual rewards.
This consideration is a weighty one,
because for change, one may have to break
from those who offer support at the price
of stagnancy. For growth, it may be necessary to sacrifice the familiar for the hope
of progress. But should the attempt at autonomy fail, a being that has severed relationships may have nothing on which to fall
back.
These were major concerns as Projector
editor in chief Matt Preprost considered
pushing Red River College’s campus newspaper into its next stage of evolution.
On Feb.9, Preprost gathered his editors
and supporters for the monthly meeting of
the Red River College Students’ Association. With a goal to convince the student
government that the Projector would be a
more effective entity if given autonomy,
Preprost and staff presented their business
plan and fielded questions for over an hour.
“We believe that the students would be
better served by an autonomous paper,”
Preprost said.
Since inception in 1964, the Projector
has been staffed by journalism-minded
students, but run as a part of the RRCSA.
This means that the RRCSA has had the
final word on how the paper is run and the
manner in which money is invested.
This operational control of the paper is
what Preprost and his editors are most con-
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The Projector wants to join the ranks of the independent student newspapers in Manitoba.

cerned with. To Preprost, by breaking from
the RRCSA, and operating as its own business, the life of the Projector will be put into
the hands of people invested in its success.
“We feel that there’s a lack of longterm planning and that the people who are
running and reading the Projector are disengaged and disinterested with the publication,” Preprost said.
Preprost hopes an independent newspaper will kick start re-engagement between
the paper and RRC students.
He suggested a Board of Directors
made up of students, alumni, an ex-officio
member of the Executive, and faculty, who
are interested in running the paper, would
better serve the Projector and the school.
“Our autonomous model includes a
considerable job creation for students, up
to 10 new positions that would give students practical, hands-on experience that
also bolsters the resume,” Preprost said.
Even with SA approval, the goal of autonomy hinges on a $2 per semester levy.
According to Rob Fishbook, president of
the Canadian University Press, this business model is standard throughout student

Autonomy imperative for our future

MATT PREPROST

EDITOR IN CHIEF
It’s weird creating news about yourself
and then reporting about it. But in this
case, it’s for a good reason.
On Feb. 9, the Projector presented a
bid for independence to the Red River
College Students’ Association student
advisory board.
This means that the RRCSA would
no longer control any operational aspects
of the Projector. In turn, RRC students
would have direct control over their
campus newspaper.
Why did we do this? Well, because we
believe that after serving the college and
surrounding community since 1964, it’s
the next natural and logical step in our
history. We also believe students have the
right to have their voices represented by
an independent press operated solely by
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students and not the student government.
However, most importantly, we believe
that the Projector is facing an uncertain
future and that without more student
involvement and student ownership, the
Projector may one day soon fade into the
college’s history and no longer exist.
As the college’s leading news source, we
can’t afford to let that happen.
It’s undeniable that the journalism industry is in a major struggle right now. But
student newspapers in Canada are known
for creating trends.
If a paper is not ahead of that trend
or at the very least keeping stride, it will
only fall behind. The Projector is falling
behind.
But such a move won’t come easy and it
won’t come free.
To properly plan to sustain our future,
we will need the help of students. In our
pitch, we proposed a $2 campus media
levy, that, combined with ad sales, will give
us enough revenue to improve the paper
as it continues to grow.
Red River has some of the smartest
and hard-working in the province. Pooling

papers in the country, and not charging
students to help run the campus newspaper
is “an oddity.” The Uniter, the University
of Winnipeg’s newspaper, charges a $10
media levy to students’ tuition.
The Manitoban, the University of Manitoba’s newspaper, went autonomous in
1997. The Uniter made its transition into
independence in 2006, leaving the Projector
as the only Manitoba member of the Canadian University Press still under the wing
of its student government.
Fishbook believes that it’s time that
the Projector follows the lead of these other
success stories.
“We have fully examined every issue
and CUP gives our unanimous and unconditional support to [the Projector],” he said
at the meeting. “It always works out for the
best. Sometimes there are rough patches,
but in the end that paper is better off and
the students are better off.”
The RRCSA and the Projector will next
meet on March 9. Until then, the student
advisory board and the student Executive
will be researching, discussing, and asking
questions to come to a conclusion.

those minds together is in the best interest of the paper and the students. Up to
10 new paid positions will be created for
RRC students, putting them in relevant,
resume-enhancing job scenarios.
Becoming independent is something
more and more student newspapers
across Canada are doing. And they’ve
become healthier and better publications
for doing so.
While many fights for autonomy have
come over controversies like censorship, ours was not born that way. We’ve
enjoyed producing the paper for you this
year, and we feel the Projector and the
RRCSA will continue to have a mutually
healthy relationship with each other if
they are separated.
But most importantly, we want to
know your thoughts on all of this. In the
coming weeks, you will see us out in the
halls talking to you directly about how
all of this will affect you, the student and
our readers who are, and always will be,
the most important shareholder of this
newspaper.
In the meantime, if you have any
questions about our plan, please email
me at editorprojector@gmail.com
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OUR MISTAKE: In our last issue, Feb. 8,
Olympic curler Kevin Martin was labeled
as a Manitoban on our front cover. He is
in fact an Albertan. We regret the error.

Who We Are
The Projector is the official newspaper of
Red River College and is published by the
Red River College Students’ Association
(RRCSA) every second Monday. The Projector is a member of the Canadian University
Press (CUP), a national organization of
student newspapers. Opinions expressed in
the Projector do not necessarily reflect those
of the students’ association or Red River College. All material is herein copyrighted to the
Projector, its contributors, and the RRCSA.

Write For Us
Anyone can write for the Projector, and Red
River College students are encouraged to
contribute. Simply pitch or submit an article
to the appropriate section editor or join our
contributors’ list. Though we will consider
all submissions, due to space restrictions, the
Projector cannot guarantee that all articles
received will be published. If you wish to respond to something you’ve read in this issue,
letters to the editor can be emailed to editor@
rrcsa.com. To ensure your chances of being
published, letters should strive to be around
150 to 200 words in length. The Projector
reserves the right to edit all submissions for
length, as well as stylistic, grammatical, and
legal guidelines. The Projector also reserves
the right to reprint submissions at any time, in
both written and electronic formats. The Projector will not publish content that it deems
to be racist, sexist, or otherwise hateful or
prejudiced.
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Big changes planned for upcoming election
Deterrents
addressed,
incentives
added
to get more
students
involved in
the process

“When students don’t
vote, it’s because they
don’t know what the
organization does for
them. An important
part of getting people
to vote is telling people
why it’s important to
vote.”

KIM LAWSON

T

he Red River College
Students’
Association
knows they have some
work to do, and this year they’re
working hard to get more students interested in the SA.
Jeff Long, the newly appointed
vice-president of Princess Street
campus, said there are two main
problems that need to be addressed — voter turnout and the
number of candidates interested
in running. Those two problems
go hand-in-hand, he said.
“If no one is going to run,
then there’s no competition, so
why would anyone be interested
in voting?” he said.

Deterrents
One important factor that
deters RRC students from
running is the number of hours
that an SA executive has to work
each week. The president must
work 30 hours a week during
business hours, and the three VPs
have to put in 20 hours. Not an
easy feat for students in a technical college where full-time programs require students to be in
class almost all day, everyday.
According to Long, most SA
execs drop courses during the
year and pick them up during the
summer, but at an added cost.
In most programs, tuition fees
are for the program as a whole
not per class, so if a student drops
a class, they’re not refunded. And
to pick the class up in the summer,
they have to pay for it again.
The SA is open to reconsidering the rules about required
hours. But first they would need
proof that the requirement is deterring students.
“We have to be able to say we
had so many people interested in
running who got their signatures
and wrote the essay, but this many
of them had to drop out because
they didn’t have the time to put
into the position,” Long said.
Although he has sacrificed
some of his classes to fulfill his position, Long said the sacrifice can
be well worth it when the benefits
of the position are considered.
Besides the extra cash (the
president makes $16.11 per hour,

- Jason Syvixay,
UWSA president

Rheanne Marcoux / The Projector

Jeff Long says his top priority is boosting the four per cent voter turnout in student elections. To do that, he’ll be
taking a page out of the University of Winnipeg Students’ Association’s playbook.

while VPs make $15.88), networking opportunities, and the chance
to work with a wide variety of
people, the biggest benefit is the
chance to boost your resume
while doing what’s good for the
school.
“It’s great for the resume, but
it’s only great for the resume if
you actually do something with
it,” Long said. “The great thing
is you have the freedom here
to produce results and get stuff
done. If you have ideas, they’re
going to give you the platform
to run for it and you’re going to
achieve things. You don’t always
get that.”

BY THE NUMBERS
Red River College

University of Winnipeg

$90 >> the amount of money

5 >> the number of candidates

a full-time student pays in students’ association fees per year

who ran for the position of President of the UWSA in 2009

2 (out of 4) >> the number

23 >> the number of votes

of Red River College Students’
Association positions that went
uncontested in the 2009 election

that decided the race between
current president Jason Syvixay
and his runner-up

4

>> the percentage of RRC
students who voted in last year’s
general election

13.3 >> the percentage of U of W
students who voted in last year’s
general election

Getting students to vote
Long’s top priority since taking
over for James Cook after Christmas has been increasing voter
turnout. Because he took over
the position in the middle of the
term, he’s not eligible to run next
year and can get involved with the
election process.
To achieve his goal, he has had
to examine why people don’t vote
even though they pay $90 in SA
fees.
“When you’re paying so many
different fees and you don’t really
know what they’re going towards,
students just kind of become
numb to it,” he said. “You also
have to consider what percentage of students are having the
fees paid for by their parents. If
they’re not paying, they usually
won’t care.”
Jason Syvixay, the president
of the UWSA who aggressively
combated low voting statistics
last year, said lack of information
about the role of the students’
association is a main cause of
student ambivalence.
“When students don’t vote,
it’s because they don’t know what
the organization does for them,”
he said. “An important part of
getting people to vote is telling
people why it’s important to
vote.”

Long said the only people who
understand the students’ association’s role are those involved on
various committees. Other students only tend to learn when
they need the SA’s help for something like an academic appeal or
club funding.
He believes some of the blame
falls on the SA for failing to
promote its own organization.
“My personal opinion is that
we have to take some responsibility for that,” he said. “If we’re
not doing a good job promoting
the SA, then why would anybody
know about or care about it?
“We have to become better
marketers and advertisers,” he
said.

Incentives
Long is also looking at how the
SA can make it easier for people
to become informed on the issues
and to physically cast their votes.
Along with doing short presentations to classes around the
campus to bring information directly to students, he hopes to give
students class time to cast their
votes with a little added incentive.
“We want to talk to all the
chairs of all the programs and see

if they can get all the teachers to
jump on board with letting the
students out for 20 minutes at the
beginning of class to come vote,”
he said.
On top of that, Long said
Aramark will provide free hot
chocolate and coffee at voter stations on the campuses.
“That way if they’re coming
down for a coffee break anyways,
make their coffee break the opportunity to go vote,” Long said.
Syvixay says that making an
action like voting appealing to
students was an important tactic
in U of W’s successes last year.
“It’s important to pair voting
messages with events that students
will be interested in and engaged
in already. That way you are piggybacking on what people like to
do,” he said.

The ‘Big Picture’
While Long believes these
small steps should show some
improvement in voting rates this
year, he has even bigger plans for
the future, including involving
graphic design and digital media
technology students to create an
online voting system.
“The big picture for me is
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getting people to be able to sit
down for the first five minutes of
class on election day and have the
chance to vote online,” he said.
“People get to decide whether
they want to or not, but you
know for a fact that the percentage is going to grow by leaps and
bounds if they have that opportunity.”
He also has plans to involve
other college programs like creative communications and business administration for future
promotional tactics.
“We have a lot of ambitious
individuals in a lot of different
programs that are looking for
something to sink their teeth into.
Why not take advantage of the
talent available to us?”
Long has no doubt that improvements in education, promotion, and voting accessibility
will have a noticeable impact on
voting percentages.
“If something as silly as those
(Kanye West) shades with the
Venetian blinds on them can
become extremely popular overnight, increasing voter turnout is
so feasible with the talent pool we
have in a technical college.”

Getting Involved
Nominations for this year’s
elections opened Feb. 9. Nominations close Mar. 9. Interested
students can pick up application
packages from the students’ association offices on both campuses.
All applicants must submit
their most recent transcript, petition for 50 signatures and write
a 1000-word essay highlighting
their platforms.
The campaign period begins
March 22, with question and
answer debates happening on
campus March 30 at Notre Dame
and March 31 at Princess Street.
Advanced polling will take
place on March 31. Voting period
takes place April 7 and 8.
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“As a sonar operator, everyday brings new
challenges. Patrolling offshore, detecting
dangers, that’s what I trained for. I always
wanted to work near the ocean. Now I can
see the world.”
Able Seaman COREY TYNES

« Comme opérateur de sonar, je suis confronté
à de nouveaux défis tous les jours. Éviter les
obstacles, détecter les dangers, c’est ma
responsabilité. J’ai toujours voulu travailler
près de l’océan; grâce à ma formation, je peux
voir le monde. »
Matelot de 2e classe COREY TYNES
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COLLEGE NEWS

College considers hefty fee increase
$60 per term ‘rural sustainability’ fee could be added to tuition next year

ANNA HARRISON

NEWS EDITOR

W

hispers are swirling
throughout the college
about a proposed $120
rural sustainability fee tacked on
to tuition next year.
The possible need for this
would stem from less subsidies
from the provincial government
toward rural campuses. According to the students’ association,
the college will propose to the
Council on Post-Secondary Education (COPSE) that the increase
is necessary to offset the reduced
funding and maintain operating
standards of rural campuses.
“The only campuses that
wont be cut for funding is Notre
Dame and Princess Street,” said

RRCSA president Stephen Pratt.
COPSE is the provincial
agency responsible for the allocation of government funds to
post-secondary institutions. Any
changes to tuition funds must go
through them.
“Its simply to offset the costs.
It’s a much higher cost for rural
students already, because it is a
lot lower subsidies that they are
being given right now,” Pratt
said. “[COPSE] mainly just gives
funding to colleges and post secondary educations in major cities,
Brandon University, even Assiniboine Community College, but
again not of their satellite campuses.
“If it’s not your main campus,
they don’t give significant
funding,” he said.
Whether it’s a necessary step
or not has yet to be determined.
But interim college president
Cathy Rushton said she antici-

pates a financially difficult year
for the college.
“We don’t know what our
grant increase is for this year is
going to be, but I think we have
some fairly strong indication from
government that its not going to
be the best year,” she said. “We’ve
all heard the situation that the
province is finding itself in, they
are working through some strategies and so we have concern
about what that’s going to look
like in terms of our grant announcement.”
In regards to next year’s budget
and talk of a tuition increase,
Rushton maintains that planning
for next year is still in its infancy
and nothing has been decided yet.
“That is still a strategy that
we’re working our way through,
so it’s not something that we’re in
a position to really talk a lot about
at the moment,” she said. “We’re
still trying to work out what our

own strategy is going to be and
how we might work with government on that. That will also fit
into what we do overall in our
whole budget process.”
For Pratt, the $60 per term fee
is hard to swallow and said the SA
would not like to see the increase
introduced. He sees possible alternatives, but when it comes
down to it, the students’ association doesn’t have much of a say.
“We’re obviously involved
in talks with the college regarding what’s fair for students and
the college at the same time,” he
said. “We don’t want to pay high
tuition, we understand that it’s
necessary to get the level of education that we want, but we don’t
really have anything to do with
this charge.
“It’s the college that says we
need to make more money and
COPSE that says your allowed to
do that.”
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Interim president staying Zabudsky’s course
ANNA HARRISON

NEWS EDITOR
CATHY Rushton is no stranger
to Red River College. Beginning
her career at the college in June
1995, as the college’s chief financial officer, Rushton took over the
role of interim president of the
college as of Feb. 1.
It’s a temporary position that
was offered to Rushton by the
college’s board of governors. She
will act as interim president until
a permanent replacement for Jeff
Zabudsky is found.
“The search is starting and
they’re moving along nicely. I
think the earliest that someone
would be in place on a permanent
basis would probably be September. But its possible it could be
earlier,” said Rushton.
She anticipates being in the
position for the next six months,
and noted that one of the requirements of the board, when offered
the position, was that she would
not be applying for it permanently.
Still, the plan for Rushton to
take the helm has been in the
works for a while. She found out
at the beginning of December.
“As soon as it was publicly
known that Jeff was leaving, and
I was going to be taking over, we
worked together through December into January on the transition,” she said.
The hope for Rushton was to
make that transition as smooth as
possible, especially for staff. This
is something she will continue to

“I’m taking over at
a time when we’re
at a really high point
in terms of how the
community and the
students view us and
I’d like to be able to
continue that.”
- Cathy Rushton,
interim college president

work on as she prepares for the
next president to take over the
role.
“One of the other things I
want to work on is working with
the internal senior management
to be sure that we have a good,
tight, solid team with good group
dynamics in place for the new
president,” she said.
She’s also looking forward
to maintaining and progressing
the initiatives of her predecessor
through continued efforts to raise
the profile of the college.
“I’m taking over at a time
when we’re at a really high point
in terms of how the community
and the students view us and I’d
like to be able to continue that.
The board has indicated to me
that they want to continue the
work that Jeff was doing. So that’s
definitely part of my responsibility.”
It’s possible that RRC will
have a permanent replacement
for Dr. Jeff Zabudsky as soon as
Sept. 2010. Until then, Rushton is
happy where she is.
“I’m just excited to be in this
office,” she said.
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Local Briefs
RRC ALUM TO PEN
COLLEGE’S HISTORY
Red River College is close to
hiring Dave Williamson to pen
the school’s official history, the
Winnipeg Free Press reports.
“Dave’s the perfect person,”
Twylla Krueger, director of
college relations, told the Free
Press. “He was Red River
College.”
Williamson was the driving
force behind introducing the
school’s creative communications program in 1969. He retired
in 2006 as the dean of business
and applied arts.
Over his career, he has
penned comic novels, plays, TV
scripts and non-fiction.
The Projector is working on
developing this story.

CHRISTIAN YOUTH
CENTRE FACING
TOUGH OPPOSITION
NDP MP Pat Martin is lashing
out at a plan to build a multi-million dollar Christian youth centre
at Main and Higgins, calling it
“taxpayer-funded proselytization.”
Youth For Christ has raised
$3.1 million privately toward the
project so far and seeks more
funds from the federal government, the Free Press reported.
Martin told the Free Press
the project should not receive
any public funds, as he believes
Youth For Christ tries to convert
“vulnerable, impressionable
kids” to what he described as
fundamentalist Christian views.
Youth For Christ wants to
build the 50,000-square-foot,
$11.7-million centre at the northwest corner of Main Street and
Higgins Avenue.
The youth centre would
include a multi-sport gym, dance
studio, fitness centre, skateand-BMX park, drop-in centre,
theatre, classroom, counselling facilities and a job-training
centre.
Construction is slated to begin
in April and finish up in March
2011.

SEARCH FOR MISSING
U OF M STUDENT
ENDS IN TRAGEDY
A massive search to find a
missing University of Manitoba
student from Stonewall last
week ended in tragedy.
Richard Racicot, 18, was
found shortly before 2 p.m.
Feb. 16. He went missing after
attending a wedding social with
his friends after on Feb. 13.
RCMP said his body was
found on private property in
Stony Mountain by the property
owner.
More than 50 volunteers,
combed the area, on skis and
snowmobiles, while others
handed out photos of Racicot.
The cause of death was
unknown at press time.
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Open house draws a crowd
ANDREW KRESS

National Briefs
Compiled with files from the
Canadian University Press

TODAY’S LESSON:
DON’T CALL A POLICE
OFFICER A “FUCKFACE”
Seamus Wolfe, the president
of the Student Federation of
the University of Ottawa was
arrested Feb. 2 after calling a
police officer a “fuckface.”
The incident arose after after
Ottawa Police arrived at the
university, responding to a trespassing complaint.
Police attempted to remove
a student, Marc Kelly from the
SFUO’s Student Appeal Centre
as he was allegedly in violation of a no trespassing notice
related to the university.
Kelly was first arrested at a
University of Ottawa senate
meeting after attempting to film
the proceedings in December
2008.
The SFUO argued police
acted outside the regulations of
the trespassing notice served
to Kelly, on the grounds that the
appeal centre isn’t the university’s property.
During the time that Wolfe had
gone to obtain a copy of their
lease, police allegedly arrested
Kelly. Wolfe then went outside to
the parking lot, where, according
to him, only one police officer
remained. When Wolfe tried to
show him the lease, and asked
him why he arrested Kelly, he
claimed the police officer did not
acknowledge him.
A video later appeared on the
Internet revealing the altercation,
with Wolfe saying: “You broke
in without a warrant anyway.
That is fucked,” to an officer he
was following. The officer asked
Wolfe not to swear, to which
Wolfe responded by calling him
a “fuckface.”

N.B. COLLEGES
CLOSER TO AUTONOMY
Community colleges in New
Brunswick are on the verge of
moving away from government
control and into the hands of
autonomous boards that will
give students a voice in the way
they’re run.
The provincial government
introduced legislation on Feb. 9
that would create two separate
boards of governors to run its
English and French community
college systems.
The community colleges act
was introduced to the New
Brunswick legislature on Feb. 9.
It will need to pass before the
new system can launch. If
passed, the new boards could
be in place as soon as April.

RYERSON ATTACKING
CAMPUS RACISM		
Ryerson University has dedicated itself to improving diversity
on campus after the school’s
anti-racism taskforce released its
final report earlier this month.
The taskforce, which was developed after reports of racism
and hate-motivated activity in
2008. Nearly half of all students
at the school are racialized or
aboriginal.
The taskforce called for
reforms in areas like employment
equity, harassment and discrimination, and the development
of an inclusive curriculum that
includes a mandatory course on
diversity.

T

he Red River College
campuses found themselves almost completely
devoid of life after Feb. 12, as students were unleashed from their
studies and basked in their very
first reading week.
But the much celebrated and
long-overdue silence was broken
Wednesday, Feb. 17, as the college’s campuses were flooded with
hundreds of prospective students
checking out what the college has
to offer.
Clint Thiessen and Jennifer
Powell, both recruitment officers
for RRC, co-ordinated the event.
Thiessen hosted and held tours at
the Princess Street Campus while
Powell looked after the Notre
Dame Campus. Doors opened
at 9 a.m. and lasted until 8 p.m.,
where volunteers at the Princess
Street campus greeted visitors in
its atrium. The atrium was host to
several exhibits from the different
programs offered at the downtown campus, including aviation
management, graphic design,
and digital multimedia technology.
Other non-program-specific
exhibits included Aboriginal Education and Employment Services,
and just right of the Mercantile,
RRC alumni, including Gaëtan
Harris and Pamela Roz, hosted a
live radio show that aired on the
college’s radio station, Kick FM.
The Notre Dame campus held
exhibits for their respective pro-

Photos by Andrew Kress / The Projector

(Above) 3D computer graphics Instructor Tom Lepp entices
prospective RRC students.
(Left) First-year creative communications student Eman
Agpalza (L) and Mary Loza (R) pose for the cameras with their
snazzy open house t-shirts.

grams in their north gym, including nursing, chemical and biosciences technology, and electrical
engineering technology. Student
volunteers and co-ordinators
lead tours of both campuses, and
sometimes instructors took attendees on program-specific tours
if requested.
Katia Gerchikov, a secondyear business student, took potential students around the Princess
Street Campus. “Is there any
specific place you’d like to see?”
said Gerchikov, calling out to the
group of timid and overwhelmed
teenagers.
Predictably, none of them
responded. Gerchikov lead the

group to the student lounge, the
library, Employment Services,
the Chaplaincy, the various classrooms and labs on the second,
third, and fourth floors of the Williams and Adelaide buildings, as
well as the gym, explaining what
each location was for. Shelley
Morrann, a high school guidance counselor from Kildonan
East Collegiate, was part of Gerchikov’s tour.
Morrann said this is a yearly
tour the school takes students on
and that feedback is highly positive. “A major percentage of our
population actually goes onto
college rather than university,”
said Morrann. “Because we do

have vocational programs at our
school, it’s a natural transition
over to Red River.”
To ensure that people took full
advantage of the open house, volunteers handed out “passports”
that required stickers to indicate
which exhibits the person had
visited or activities they had done.
The more stickers earned meant
the more tickets that person received.
The tickets were then put into
a draw and winners were announced every hour for gift certificates to businesses including Earls,
iTunes, and Cineplex.

COLLEGE NEWS

Kids wired? Send them to camp
DANIELLE CONOLLY
PARENTS in search of activities for their computer- and video
game-loving kids can rest easy,
thanks to Red River College’s
March technology camps.
The college’s electronic and
electric engineering technology
faculties are offering two camps
at the Princess Street Campus:
electronic engineering technology
and network technology.
The three-hour Saturday
sessions will run from March 6
through 27. A maximum of 16
students, around the Grade 7 age,
can attend each class, and experienced RRC instructors will teach
the classes.
“It’s for students to know the
college, to learn and play and
have fun,” said EET instructor
Ruben Sifrim, who has taught in
the camp sessions for five years.
“They assemble some electronics
here and they experiment with
beepers and alarms and make lots
of noise.”
Valerie McKenzie, EET
department secretary, said that
unlike other camps offered by
RRC, the one-day camps are free.
“They’ve been free for the
past six years, and this year we’re

doing something new by combining the electric and electronic engineering camps,” said McKenzie.
The electronic engineering technology camp will focus
on concepts related to electricity,
including current, voltage, resistance, and magnetism. Students
will work in a real electronic lab
with real equipment, and will be
able to complete a take-home
project.
Network technology camp
students will learn about data
paths, protocols, addresses, security, and routing. There will be
lectures, videos, interactive games
and hands-on activities. A cablemaking exercise will show how
networks connect to both computers and other networks.
Science-themed camps are
popular beyond RRC.
Bryan McIntosh, a 26-yearold physics graduate student, assisted Dufferin School’s summer
camp for inner-city students in
2005. He said kids were excited
about the science aspect of the
camp.
“The best way to describe
their reaction was just pure joy,
they were thrilled to see something exciting that explained how

stuff works,” said McIntosh.
Application forms for both
programs are available on Red
River College’s website, www.rrc.
ca, by following the PARENTS
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link at the top right of the page.
More information can be found by
calling (204) 949-8442
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TEACHING OVERSEAS

Opportunity of a lifetime
AMANDA HOPE

I

t’s a gutsy move leaving
Canada and accepting a
contract to teach English
to strangers halfway around the
world. It’s even gutsier to do this
in a country that has a completely
different language and culture
from North America.
Yet every year, thousands of
Canadians are picking up and
moving across oceans to teach
English in foreign countries.
TESOL (Teachers of English
to Speakers of Other Languages)
is a program designed to instruct
individuals on how to prepare to
teach effectively overseas. It was
established in 1966, and courses
are taught in every province in
Canada.
Peter Herbert, 26, graduated
from the University of Manitoba
with a Bachelor’s degree in 2006.
By the time he finished school, he
was ready for something different
and exciting.
“I kind of had it in my mind
for a number of years that once
I graduated I wanted to teach
abroad. I saw the name TESOL
for years and years while I was
going to school, and figured it was
worth a try,” he said.
Herbert took a TESOL course
through Oxford Seminars at
Global TESOL College on Notre
Dame Avenue in the summer of
2006. Each course takes 60 hours,
and is taught over six days. The

Photo courtesy of Peter Herbert

Teaching English overseas offers a wide range of new experiences.
Above, the hustle and bustle of Khao San Road at night in Bangkok, Thailand, from Peter Herbert’s stint in the city.

company targets university graduates, but anyone at any age can
sign up for the program.
In many countries – including
Japan, South Korea, Thailand,
and Indonesia – the school year
begins annually in September. It
is possible to take the course in
May, find a job, and begin work in
a new country a few months later.
Jeffrey Schultz, also a TESOL
graduate, explained that even
though the course costs nearly
$1000, it’s worth the money.
“They teach you things you
wouldn’t otherwise think about,”
he said. “One example is when
we were instructed to contact

the bank and embassy both in
Canada and the country we move
to. That way, if you suddenly disappear, someone will know where
to start looking.”
Shultz took the course last
year, and has already received
three job offers.
“I’m waiting until I finish
school this year to go overseas to
teach. But I know when I want a
job, it will be there. Once you’re a
TESOL graduate, they help you
find work,” he said.
Herbert went through a
number of interviews, and ultimately decided to work in Thailand. He left Canada in 2007, and

didn’t return for 20 months.
There were roughly thirty
English teachers working in his
office in Bangkok, and almost
half of them were Manitobans.
His coworkers were instrumental
to his success during the first few
weeks.
“They give you lots of advice,
like to never touch someone on
the head unless you’re Thai. It’s
a Buddhist country. The holiest
part of the body is your head,
and the worst is the bottom of
your feet. You never open the
door with your foot in Thailand –
never use your feet to do anything
but walk.”
Today, Herbert is back in
Canada, and planning to take
Education at university. He went
back to Thailand last fall to visit
his former students and his girlfriend, whom he met while teaching. Herbert recommends the
TESOL program and teaching
overseas to anyone who is craving
a bit of change and adventure.
“TESOL courses are by no
means a magic tool that will
transform you into a teacher overnight,” he said. “That comes only
with experience, and the amount
of dedication you are willing to
put into the job.
“However, TESOL courses
do help you answer some of the
bigger questions one may have
about teaching, and at least give
you a running start for when you
begin,” he said.

NATIONAL CAMPUS NEWS

Bottled-water giant responds to ban in Brandon
Nestlé claims if the bottled water industry were to disappear,
‘there would be no appreciable reduction in the amount of refuse going to landfill’
MATT BERRY
THE QUILL (BRANDON UNIVERSITY)
BRANDON, Man. (CUP) —
The chair of Brandon University
board of governors has received a
letter from Nestlé Waters Canada
— one of the largest bottledwater producers in the country
— calling the school’s recent decision to ban the sale and distribution of bottled water “troubling.”
Board chair Richard Lonstrup
received the letter on Jan. 15, and
the board of governors has released both the original letter as
well as Lonstrup’s reply.
The letter from Nestlé states
that “The possibility of a ban
is troubling to our employees,
customers and business partners who live and conduct commerce in your community,” and
that “Given the current uncertain economic environment that
exists in the country, we are of
the view that a ban would impact
the current employment outlook
for our industry as well as future
job creation, environmental stewardship and industry investment

prospects.”
The letter goes on to say that,
if school’s concern in implementing the ban was about recycling
and litter, that Nestlé and its “industry partners” have entered an
agreement with the Manitoba
government to collect and recycle
bottles in residential neighborhoods and institutional facilities
like Brandon University.
Nestlé also claimed that, according to waste audits, bottled
water containers make up onefifth of a percentage of all waste
and that “If the bottled water
industry was to disappear tomorrow, there would be no appreciable reduction in the amount of
refuse going to landfill.”
Also touted were the benefits
of simply drinking more water,
“whether from bottled or tap
sources.” Included with the letter
was a guide to Nestlé and their
bottled water line, with information on their policies on recycling,
environmental impact and water
safety guidelines, as well as the
health benefits of drinking water
and the safety of their plastic

bottles.
Lonstrup and university
president Dr. Deborah Poff responded on Jan. 19, writing
that Brandon University shared
Nestlé’s concern with health, and
that “any proposal would have
to include programs to promote
making healthy choices, including
the benefit of consuming water.”
They wrote of the new programs being instated alongside
the ban, including refurbishing
water fountains and the sale of
reusable bottles by the school’s
students’ union. They also noted
that bottled water could still be
consumed on campus, and that
products “enhanced by the manufacturer” — flavoured water or
water with nutrients — would still
be sold on campus.
This distinction was clarified
the week prior in a meeting with
Pepsi, the university’s exclusive
beverage distributor. According
to the letter, sales data from both
Brandon University and Pepsi
have shown a shift towards flavoured water by consumers over
the past year, prior to the ban.

The response also noted that
the decision to stop the sale of
water at the school was requested by the Brandon University
Students’ Union, who brought
up the issues of commoditization of a basic human resource,
the energy consumed to produce
and transport bottled water, and
the cost of bottled water over tap
water “coupled with the generally
reduced financial status of students.”
Lonstrup and Poff also wrote
that “Any disadvantages of not
selling bottled water appear to
be relatively minor . . . in either
the loss of sales of beverages or
the encouraged consumption
of ‘free,’ desirably healthy tap
water.”
According to both letters,
Nestlé had contacted the board
of governors on the same topic in
June 2009.
Nestlé sent a similarly worded
letter to the city council of
Dawson Creek, B.C. in 2009,
after they proposed to ban reducing bottled water consumption in
city hall.
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International
Briefs
ONE STUDENT’S DEBT
BALLOONS TO $550K
This will put things into perspective for you.
Michelle Bisutti, a family
doctor, started out with
$250,000 in student loan debt,
but thanks to defaults, interest
and penalties, the sum is now up
to $550,000.
Originally, she had deferred
them while finishing her residency.
According to NBCi4.com,
Bisutti said she was charged
a whopping $53,870 when her
loan was turned over to a collection agency.
To make things worse, she
was charged another $32,000
fee when she attempted to consolidate her loans.
Bisutti is encouraging other
students to ask plenty of questions and learn the fine print
before they sign a loan agreement, to avoid ending up in her
position.

MISSILE STRIKE KILLS
12 CIVILIANS
A missile that struck an
Afghan house killing 12 people
hit its intended target, army
officials told the BBC, despite
opposite claims from NATO.
Maj Gen Nick Carter said the
rocket had not malfunctioned,
adding that the system responsible for firing the US missile was
back in use.
Officials have said three
Taliban, as well as civilians were
in the house, on the outskirts of
Marjah.
Six children were among those
killed when two US missiles
struck a house on Sunday.
Initial NATO reports said the
missiles had landed about 300
metres off their intended target.

AVALANCHE BURIES
VILLAGE IN PAKISTAN
More than 50 people are
feared dead or missing, officials said last week, after an
avalanche crashed down on a
village in northwestern Pakistan,
burying houses.
Rescue teams digging into the
snow and rubble almost a full
day after the Feb. 17 avalanche
had recovered 38 bodies and
had little hope that 14 people
still missing would be found
alive, the Associated Press
reported.
The avalanche came down
on at least four houses in Dasu,
a remote village in the mountainous Kohistan district in the
northwest.
Local mayor Saifur Rehman
said the houses destroyed or
buried were the homes of 52
people.
During winter, snow regularly
triggers avalanches in various
mountainous parts of Pakistan.
Some 24 people died in May
2009 when an avalanche hit a
village in the Pakistani-controlled
part of the Himalayan territory of
Kashmir.
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Student employment numbers
slowly crawling back
January marks first significant employment increase for youth since fall 2008
EMMA GODMERE
CUP OTTAWA BUREAU CHIEF

Alex Martin / The Fulcrum

many months of sending things
out, pounding the pavement?”
Luckily, many students have
found work since last summer’s
high rates of unemployment, according to a Statistics Canada
report released last week.
The Feb. 5 Labour Force
Survey release indicated the
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home... There (are) a lot of people
who live close to home (who) can
go home whenever they need to
— I’m kind of stuck out here on
my own, and it was really stressful for even me and my family,”
he said, adding his parents felt the
unemployment issue was his fault.
Can other Canadian students
expect the employment increases
to continue?
“You’re not going to see a
huge spike in employment —
there (are) going to be steady
gains that incrementally build
up,” Corak said. “Things will be
better than they were last year,
but that doesn’t necessarily mean
that they’re going to be as good as
they were two summers ago.”
Canada is still out 280,000
jobs compared to the start of the
economic recession in October
2008, and not all corners of the
country experienced an increase
in employment — Nova Scotians
lost 5,000 jobs in January and are
facing a 9.8 per cent unemployment rate.
Regardless, Corak maintained that it’s just a matter of
time before Canadians hear of
better news.
“We’re moving in the right
direction — but how fast we
move, I think (that) is where you
might have some disputes.”
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TYPE SAFETY: –

resumes at a time, being like,
‘Let’s see if I get anything this
time,’ and for the most part, I
really didn’t hear anything back
at all.”
After sending hundreds of
resumés, he said he only got three
or four interviews. “I felt really
defeated — I mean, I wasted how

ARTIST: ID

OTTAWA (CUP) — Richard
Mah would guess he sent out
about 300 resumés last summer
and never got a job.
He was on the wrong side of
an unfortunate statistic. In July
2009, Statistics Canada recorded
its highest youth unemployment
rate ever, as one in five young
people found themselves jobless.
Mah’s now part of more
optimistic statistic, though — he
was one of 29,000 Canadian students who found employment in
January. Not only did he accept
a placement in the University of
Ottawa’s work-study program,
but he is also expecting several
job offers to be awaiting after
graduation this spring.
But the road to that job
didn’t come easy.
“Everyone was screwed last
summer,” said Mah, a fourth-year
biomedical sciences student at the
University of Ottawa.
“I guess I would have started
(applying for work) around March
or April... I applied to everything
that I could find,” he explained.
He applied through his school,
to the government, and to retail
jobs. And nothing came up.
“I would send away 20-30

student jobless rate is now sitting
at 15.1 per cent, down from the
16 per cent reported at the end
of 2009 — marking the most significant increase in youth employment since fall 2008.
“Right now, the way to characterize the state of the labour
market is (that) we’re in a holding
pattern,” said Miles Corak, a
professor specializing in labour
economics, unemployment, and
poverty at the University of
Ottawa.
“The economy is starting to
turn around (and) there’s growth
in production, but it’s going to
take a longer time for that to feed
into the labour market and to
lower unemployment rates,” he
continued. “A lot of people got
discouraged by the (poor employment) situation of last year and
have stopped looking for work —
they might start coming back into
the market (now).”
Few Canadian students have
forgotten about the discouragement they faced last year, when
unemployment rates among
youth hit 20.9 per cent.
Mah, originally from a small
town in Saskatchewan, said the
extensive and unsuccessful search
for employment even took a toll
on his personal life.
“It’s hard living away from
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OLYMPIC PROTESTS

Heart Attack protest leads to vandalism,
arrests in downtown Vancouver
Police move
mainly to
contain as
protesters
break
windows,
dance
ANDREW BATES
CUP WESTERN BUREAU CHIEF

V

ANCOUVER (CUP) —
As many as seven people
were arrested after violence in Vancouver Saturday
during the 2010 Heart Attack
protests, according to Constable
Jana McGuinness of the Vancouver Police Department.
“We have seven people in
custody, facing a variety of
charges,” said McGuiness.
The B.C. Civil Liberties Association (BCCLA) claims that
there were at least 13 arrests int
he anti-Olympic protest, but McGuinness says she is only aware
of protesters who have been
charged, not any that were detained but then released.
“All I know is that seven people

Michael Thibault / The Ubyssey

Protestors and police face off in Downtown Vancouver during the 2010 Heart Attack protests.

are in jail,” she said. “There could
have easily been (more arrests), I
have no idea. This was a large,
dynamic situation.”
Dynamic might be an understatement, however, given the
events that unfolded. There was
a considerable amount of violence at the demonstration, and
tensions were high. McGuinness,
however, maintains that the event
was not a riot.
“This was a core group of
about a couple dozen protesters bent on committing criminal
acts,” she said. “At no point was it
designated a riot.”
She mentioned that the response was led by the same crowd
control unit that covers many dif-

Protesters accused
Canada of becoming
a police state, and
chanted slogans
like “This is what
democracy looks like!”

ferent types of events per year, but
many officers wore helmets and
carried shields and assault rifles.
Protesters began practice runs
by Vancouver’s Pacific Centre at 9
a.m. on Feb. 13, where they practiced such maneuvers as a quick
direction reversal. The actual
march started at Thornton Park

near Science World, and wound
its way up Main Street and across
East Hastings.
Flanked by police officers
riding bikes, protesters began to
vandalize street newspaper boxes
and spraypaint them. As the
protest moved through to West
Georgia, the heavily-equipped
riot police began to follow the
protest and redirect traffic.
Sporadic violence followed
the protests; however, police attempted to contain the protest
rather than to stop individual acts
of vandalism.
Protesters were surrounded at
the intersection of West Georgia
and Bute, and the demonstration
was held in place until a police

line opened and a group split off.
They moved east on Robson until
they were met by another police
line at Robson and Jervis. More
protesters and observers began
to gather behind the police which
soon turned into another protest
group. At this point, some protesters who had brought a trombone
and drums started playing music,
and there was dancing behind the
police line among the first group.
The two fronts were maintained until the first group appeared to move voluntarily
towards the side of the street,
where they were contained on the
sidewalk.
After a time, the contained
protesters were allowed to move
down the block to Robson and
Broughton, while media and
protesters were blocked by the
second police line. Protesters
accused Canada of becoming a
police state, and chanted slogans
like “This is what democracy
looks like!”
Participants and observers
alike dispersed after some sort
of agreement had been reached
between protesters and police.
“They also said that that they
have us on camera, we have them
on camera,” a protester yelled in
a call-and-response at the crowd,
“and if we meet again, they may
make arrests, but we have the
right.” Additional assemblies
were scheduled for 3 p.m. and 5
p.m., but were cancelled.
— with files from the
Ubyssey’s Michael Thibault

BLACK HISTORY MONTH

Queering Black History Month
Égale Canada director speaks about
being queer in the black community
TERRINE FRIDAY
THE LINK (CONCORDIA UNIVERSITY)
MONTREAL (CUP) — When
Akim Larcher walked into a local
restaurant in Toronto three years
ago and saw a poster of reggae
star Elephant Man promoting
upcoming tour dates, he said he
“got pissed off.”
Larcher, who works as director of policy and research for the
gay rights group Égale Canada,
was appalled that Canada would
allow an artist who preaches hate
speak to come into the country.
“I just thought, ‘Something
has to be done about this,’ because
he’s being given a platform to
perform and . . . he represents a
certain element of homophobic
violence,” Larcher said.
Out of the movement to
prevent Elephant Man from entering Canada, Stop Murder

Music was born.
Larcher, founder and spokesperson for Stop Murder Music,
said the organization’s mandate is
not only to stop the spread of hate
speech — which the organization
has found most frequently in Jamaican dancehall reggae — but
also to rectify the perception of
the Caribbean as being a homophobic place.
“We wanted to correct the
information in the media and let
people know that (homophobia in
the Caribbean) is something new.
That element of violence has not
always been there,” Larcher said.
“The objective was to raise education and awareness about what
the music actually meant. Although some people enjoy dancehall — I myself enjoy dancehall
— there’s certain songs and artists
that are offensive.”
Larcher, a law school gradu-

ate, has also been successful in
getting iTunes to remove some
music inciting hate towards the
lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgendered communities, including
songs from Sizzla and Elephant
Man.
“It was not their entire
albums,” Larcher noted, “just the
specific songs that glorified hate
and violence and murder, or that
could be considered to be contravening the criminal code.”
In Section 319 of the Criminal Code of Canada, it states that
anyone who incites hate against
an identifiable group can be
subject to penalty of a maximum
two-year prison term. Although
the Canadian Charter of Rights
and Freedoms asserts equality
before and under the law, it does
not protect gender identity. Aside
from the city of Toronto, the
Northwest Territories, under their
territorial Human Rights Act, is
the only jurisdiction in Canada
that does (other provinces protect
sexual orientation only).

Vivien Leung / The Link

Besides focusing on Stop
Murder Music, Larcher said his
goal is to educate people about
the oft-ignored intersectionality
of colour and gender identity.
In a paper called “Negotiating Stigmas: Black Gay Males
Reconciling Race and Sexuality,” Northwestern University
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PhD candidate Marcus Hunter
discussed the lack of qualitative
theory regarding black identity
and the resulting effects of leaving
minorities out of queer theory
and discourse.
“This (omission) imposes a
cursory homogeneity upon the
black community, wherein certain
dividing lines within the community are blurred or ignored
altogether,” he wrote. “Thus, the
nuances of smaller communities
within this larger minority are not
considered.”
Although Elephant Man
was not denied entry in the end,
Larcher said the goal was never to
stop his entire tour.
“(It) got a lot of media attention and a lot of community involvement, and with that, there
were many cancellations of his
tours. Although some went ahead,
that was fine. In my eyes, that was
positive. It was important the
conversation (started) and people
were taking notice of this issue.”
For more info about Égale Canada and
their 2010 Queering Black History
Month award recipients, visit egalecanada.ca.
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DISABILITY AWARENESS SERIES
ThuRSDAYS
MARCh 4

A joint initiative of the Disability Advocacy Group and the Diversity
and Immigrant Student Support department.

> Active Living Alliance for Canadians with a Disability
Judy Asker from the Active Living Alliance for Canadians with a Disability will
raise awareness and give expanded resources to individuals and organizations that
interested in including individuals with disabilities in their programs.

12:00 pm – 1:00 pm
Room E302, Notre Dame Campus

MARCh 11

ALL STUDENTS
AND STAFF ARE
WELCOME TO
ATTEND!

> Independent Living Resource Centre
Joanne Legault and Gary Dyson from Independent Living Resource Centre will
share information on their 20 programs and services that support people with
disabilities to live their lives as independent as they wish.

12:00 pm – 1:00 pm
Room E302, Notre Dame Campus

CELEBRATE MARCh 21 “INTERNATIoNAL DAY foR ThE ELIMINATIoN of RACIAL
DISCRIMINATIoN” WITh ThESE TWo EvENTS opEN To ALL STuDENTS AND STAff!
MoNDAY
MARCh 22

> TRAvELLING WIThouT MovING
Visit our Red River College Airport and experience what it is like to leave
your home country and settle in a completely different culture. Special guests,
speakers and performers will take you on this life-changing journey!

11:00 am – 1:00 pm
South Gym, Notre Dame Campus

TuESDAY
MARCh 23

> SToRIES WIThouT BoRDERS
Misconceptions and prejudices can divide people from different backgrounds.
Special guests will show you how telling personal stories can help us understand
our identity and cross the boundaries that separate us from each other.
This event will feature the new Winnipeg-based documentary The Storytelling Class.

11:00 am – 1:00 pm
Multipurpose Room,
princess Street Campus

RESpoNDING EffECTIvELY To CuLTuRAL DIvERSITY IN ThE WoRkpLACE
WEDNESDAY
MARCh 24
9:00 am – 12:00 pm
Multipurpose Room,
princess Street Campus

A joint initiative of the Employment Services department and the
Diversity and Immigrant Student Support department.

>

Business success increasingly depends on understanding and effectively managing
employee and client diversity. This interactive workshop will provide managers and
human resource personnel with knowledge about key concepts and organizational
development strategies required to ensure a respectful and inclusive workplace
that values diversity.

COMMUNITY
EVENT!

For more information on the Diversity Events, please contact Nora Sobel, Centre Coordinator,
Diversity and Immigrant Student Support: D206 NDC • 632-2404 • nsobel@rrc.mb.ca
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REBEL ROUSIN’
MEN’S MCAC CHAMP:
MARCH 5 & 6, TIME TBA

MEN’S MCAC CHAMP:
FEB. 26 & 27, TIME TBA

WOMEN’S MCAC CHAMP:
MARCH 5 & 6, TIME TBA

WOMEN’S MCAC CHAMP:
FEB. 26 & 27, TIME TBA

Eye opener
Rebels bounce back from Blazers throttling

KALEN QUALLY

SPORTS EDITOR

F

ollowing a much-needed
win by Red River College
over Canadian Mennonite
University on Feb. 6, women’s
basketball player Britney Adrian
offered up the understatement of
the year.
“We were just more focused,”
Adrian said about her team’s swift
response to a 83-46 blowout at the
hands of their rivals from CMU.
Adrian and her Rebels teammates answered back with a
56-49 win one week later.
“After losing by 40 points the
weekend before, we knew we
needed to be better mentally,” she

said.
The Feb. 6 game was broadcast on local television provider
Shaw, offering more exposure and
attention for the Rebels. Adrian
clearly enjoyed the limelight while
on camera by leading the Rebels
points in the game.
But even if she played like
Allen Iverson in front of the
camera, she was far from A.I.
around an audio recorder. When
asked to talk about her own play
as of late, Adrian was quick to
deflect attention to her teammates.
“I would say we’ve all found
another level lately,” she said
about her Rebels’ teammates,
“and we can play better. We’ve
lost three players since the start
of the season so it took awhile to

build chemistry. Everyone is improving a lot.”
Leading up to the MCAC
Championships on March 7,
Adrian didn’t see the loss as detrimental to the team’s progress.
“It’s not really (a step backward),”
said Adrian. “We had an opportunity to work on things we’ve been
building on, like different defences. Things we need to prepare for
Providence.”
Going into their final two
games against Providence on Feb.
19-20, the Rebels were second
in the three-team division with
a record of 3-3. The MCAC
Championships on Mar. 6-7
are being hosted by the CMU
Blazers, who the Rebels are 2-2
against this season.
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Rebels head coach Cheryl Jean-Paul councils the girls during a time out.

SPORTS NEWS

Little school’s big dreams
Plans laid out for new football field at Churchill High School
STEVE DREGER
THE old chewed up field that sits
next to Churchill High School
along Arnold Avenue has seen
better days.
The Bulldogs sports program
uses the field for track, soccer,
rugby, and a lot of football.
Churchill High School is extremely passionate about their football
program, which has won an impressive eight championships in
their team’s 49-year history.
“We’re one season away
from our 50th year in the football
team’s history. We are very proud
of our program and we can’t wait
to represent well for the 50th
season,” said Bulldogs head coach
and gym teacher Dan Sylvestre.

Churchill is rich with school
pride, so much so that the alumni
committee has raised a whopping $100,000 in donations and
fundraising. The school has fundraised $10,000 adding that to the
impressive fundraising efforts. All
the donations are going towards
the estimated $500,000 redevelopment project of the Churchill
High School athletic field.
Former
Churchill
gym
teacher Jamie Peters couldn’t
believe the redevelopment estimations budget. “For a school that
has only 500 students, a $500,000
field development project is huge.
I doubt they need all that money.”
George Heath director of
buildings for the Winnipeg School
Division said, “A lot of the money

is coming from the school alumni
and they wanted to have a high
target ($500,000) because they
want to have a high end field.”
School
Trustee
Joyce
Bateman thinks it would be a positive step for those involved with
the school.
“It’s a tight year financing
in schools, so this is an absolutely
wonderful opportunity to be able
to partner with people who benefited from Churchill before and
make it better for our kids. It’s an
engaged and active alumni group,
who are very proud of their
school,” she said.
The school will be honouring
their first principal, Bill Madder,
by naming the new sports
complex after him.

“They always drive home the same message: their
years playing football at Churchill High School were
the best years of their lives.”
- Dan Sylvestre,
Bulldogs head coach and gym teacher
The Bill Madder Sports
Complex will feature an asphalt
track, a brand new field drainage
system and field crowning. The
bleachers will be built into the
hills surrounding the brand new
field.
The new field is an important
development for coach Sylvestre,
who takes the Bulldogs football
program very seriously.
“Football is huge here,” he
said. “We have kids come here just
because of the football program.
Our team history is very prominent.
“We have football alumni
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come speak to our students on
their lunch hours, and they always
drive home the same message:
their years playing football at
Churchill High School were the
best years of their lives,” he said.
On March 25 Churchill football alumni
is hosting the 8th annual Hall of Fame
dinner at the Niakwa Country Club to raise
money for the football program.
Coach Sylvestre is selling tickets to the event
for $75. For tickets you can reach coach
Sylvestre at 474-1305 or dsylvestre@
wsd1.org.
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Measured up
Two MJHL rookies given sign of bright future by NHL scouts
NEIL BABALUK

A

nd hockey fans say all-star
games don’t matter.
A pair of junior hockey
showcase events have helped to
shape the future careers of two
promising young players on the
MJHL’s Winnipeg South Blues.
		
Peter
Stoykewych
and Brendan O’Donnell were
members of Team Canada West
at the World Junior “A” Challenge
in Prince Edward Island and
represented the MJHL in December at the Canadian Junior
Hockey League prospects game
in Winkler. Both events gave the
players the opportunity to display
their talents to the top scouts in
hockey.
“Brendan’s an offensive player
but he’s really developed into a
two-way forward,” said Blues
head coach Don MacGillivray,
describing his team’s skilled
17-year-old rookies. “Peter’s a
top defensive player for the team
and he moves the puck well while
being a shutdown defender.”
The games in PEI and Winkler
likely had the greatest effect on
Stoykewych. Unlike O’Donnell,
who had already committed to
the University of North Dakota
for 2011, Stoykewych’s plans were
up in the air. His play impressed
scouts from Colorado College

Photos by Rhéanne Marcoux / The Projector

Brenden O’Donnell (left) and Peter Stoykewich of the Winnipeg South Blues represented Manitoba in the Canadian Junior Hockey League.

enough for them to offer him
a spot in Colorado Springs for
2011.
NCAA scouts were not the only
ones keeping an eye on the pair.
O’Donnell’s four point performance and Stoykewych’s stalwart
defensive play at the prospects
game impressed NHL scouts
in attendance. Stoykewych and
O’Donnell are the only MJHL

players to crack the annual draft
rankings issued every January
by the league’s Central Scouting
Bureau. NHL teams use the rankings as the basis for their selections at the NHL Entry Draft.
Stoykewych is ranked 88th and
O’Donnell is ranked 195th among
all North American players born
in 1992. As Blues’ coach MacGillivray would like to hear, both

players already respond to the
rankings like professionals.
“It’s a tremendous honour to
be recognized, but it’s not something that you really think about,”
said Stoykewych. “You have no
control over it, so you try not to
think about it too much, especially when you’re playing.”
O’Donnell echoed that sentiment, as the two are clearly con-

cerned with helping the Blues
secure a playoff spot in a competitive Addison Division.
“The recognition is nice, but
there’s still a lot of hard work to
be done,” said O’Donnell, the
MJHL Player of the Month for
January. “We’re focusing on the
rest of the season.”

LOCAL SPORTS

Darren Dreger’s inside job
How Twitter keeps this anaylst the
most connected man in hockey

KALEN QUALLY

SPORTS EDITOR
TSN hockey analyst Darren
Dreger began what turned out to
be an unusually busy Sunday in
the NHL on Jan. 31 by posting on
his Twitter account at 6:09 a.m.:
“Could be a very interesting day.”
At 8:26 a.m., Dreger tweeted
“Phaneuf to the Leafs”. In brief,
this signified that he had broken
news on the biggest trade of
the season to date. Calgary
Flames’ all-star defenceman
Dion Phaneuf was traded to the
Toronto Maple Leafs with details
and other players involved in
the trade revealed a half-hour
later.
Via Twitter, Dreger was the
first member of the media to announce that Phaneuf had been

dealt to the Maple Leafs.
Anointed “The Hockey
Insider” by Canada’s sports
leader, TSN, Dreger is one of the
most connected men in hockey.
The Phaneuf trade was one of
many that Dreger has consistently
been the first to report on. When
Darren Dreger tweets, the hockey
world listens.
“Rather than bore my followers with trivial updates on celebrity spotting, etc, I use (Twitter)
as a platform to deliver news or
tease stories I am breaking on
TSN or TSN.ca,” said Dreger
via email on the same day that he
broke news of the Phaneuf trade.
He first began using Twitter
prior to the NHL Entry Draft
in June 2009, because as Dreger
recalls, “TSN thought it would be
a useful way for me to relay some
of the happenings at the draft. It
worked beautifully, and I still use
Twitter in the same way today,
as a news breaking device and a
means of dragging people to our

website and NHL programming.”
Dreger’s group of followers on Twitter has grown to over
34,000. One of his followers is a
member of the sports media in
Winnipeg, Ken Wiebe from the
Winnipeg Sun. “I follow Dreger
and (Sports Illustrated’s football analyst) Peter King, but I
wouldn’t say it’s my primary form
of research,” Wiebe said.
Instead, Wiebe said that he
received news on the Phaneuf
trade through his colleagues at
the Calgary Sun and Toronto
Sun. He admits to having used
Twitter to draw attention to his
employer’s website, much the
same way that Dreger has.
Encouraged by the Winnipeg Sun to tweet on the paper’s
Twitter account, ‘winnipegsun’,
Wiebe posts up-to-the-minute
news about the Manitoba Moose
with links to articles on winnipegsun.com. “If you can get a link to
someone online, it’s a way to get
more traffic to the website,” said

TSN hockey analyst Darren Dreger uses his Twitter page to feed ravenous
hockey fans the latest NHL news.

Wiebe.
As Dreger has proven by his
news breaking capabilities, the
most endearing feature of Twitter
is its immediacy. Wiebe was encouraged to take advantage of
that during the Moose’s AHL
playoff run last season.
“I tweeted constantly during
the Moose’s run (in the playoffs).
It was almost a blow-by-blow
account of playoff games for
people trying to figure out how
the game is going from the perspective of someone there,” said
Wiebe.
With more people beginning
to use Twitter, Wiebe thinks that
members of the media and the
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news-seeking public are beginning to scratch the surface on how
Twitter can be used.
“I don’t think it’s being maximized quite yet. It’s in the formative stage. I think Dreger and
Peter King (with almost 380,000
followers) utilize it pretty well,”
said Wiebe.
“There will always be a
segment of the population that
will want to read their news in
their hands. But (Twitter) can instantly get information to people
reading news off their BlackBerry
and online. It caters to the way we
are in society with instant reaction and short attention spans.”
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More reasons to have sex
many men use to blow off some
of the pre-game jitters.
Gee, no wonder Tiger Wood
can maintain a calm demeanor
while attempting a 70-plus-foot
put with a seven-figure paycheck
on the line. It all makes sense
now.
The world’s best golfer has
used sex to his advantage, past
U.S presidents have dabbled with
a little extra curricular activity, so
what can sex do for you?
Here are a few things:

JOEL MARCOUX

YOUR HEALTH

L

et’s see if we can all agree
on one thing here: Sex is
good.
I’m sure that wasn’t exactly a
revelation of ball-bursting proportions to anyone – at least not
for the greater portion of this libidinous readership. Heck, there
might even be a few Roman
Catholic priests reading this,
whispering, “Duh!”.
Now don’t erect yourself to the
premature conclusion that I’m actually suggesting all sex is good –
if that was the case, Jergens, as we
know it, would not exist.
But, like any other craft,
‘sexcess’ isn’t instantaneous. It
takes practice – like riding a
bike for example. I’m sure many
of you became self-proclaimed
experts with the help of someone
who was, perhaps, a little more
experienced.
You start learning all sorts of
useful and pertinent tips that will
better your performance, such
as: how fast you can go, how far
you can go, how long you can
last without needing a break, and
most important, how to fix a flat
in a pressure situation -- not to
mention you get to try some neat
tricks once you gain more confi-

• It can be great form of exercise. Everybody always seems to
workout incessantly to into game
shape for the fast-approaching
beach season. Well, here’s your
chance to let loose – and have an
excuse. It’s been reported that
making love three times a week
can burn around 7,500 calories in
a year – the same as jogging 120
km. Which ne would rather do?

dence. And eventually (if you’re
granted permission) you might
get a chance to ride without
having to wear any protection -bonus! But don’t abuse that privilege, especially if it’s a new bike.
After all, things could get a little
bumpy in a hurry.
But regardless of the level
of satisfaction you get with your
amorous endeavors, one thing
can’t be argued: Sex is healthy for
you.

Let’s face it, when stress levels
are on the rise, sex will often sway
the tension by driving your focus
on one’s desire and its culmination – hence the ‘study break’.
The mental and emotional
health balance is strongly correlated to sex. A lack of sex can
cause anxiety, paranoia and
depression. The 1998 movie,
There’s Something About Mary, gives
a perfect depiction of the whenin-doubt-rub-one-out tactic that

• It’s a little annoying when
you’re sitting beside a deep
breather in class, right? Well,
try adopting that method when
you’re in the bedroom. A thrustfilled evening has the ability to
increase the amount of oxygen
in your cells, thus helping your
organs and tissues function at
their peak.
• It goes without saying that
having strong bones and muscles
is as important as anything in
order to live a healthy, long lasting
life. Testosterone is believed to

help upkeep the strength of bones
and muscles in men. Any kind of
physical exercise (insert sex here)
will help increase testosterone
levels.
• Pain sucks. Nobody likes to be
in pain, ever. Well, according to
Dr. Beverly Whipple, presidentelect of the American Association
of Sex Educators, Counselors and
Therapists, sex can lower levels of
“arthritic pain, whiplash pain and
headache pain.” Hormones that
are released during sexual excitement and orgasm can elevate
pain thresholds.
• It can increase prostate protection. As most guys may have
learned in November (the month
of the ‘stache), the annual knuckled-deep check up is highly recommended and becoming far
more prevalent. Don’t be shy
fellas. Many prostate problems
are prompted by fluid buildup
in the gland. Ejaculation on a
regular basis can help clean this
mess – if that makes any sense.
So there you have it.
I’m not trying to tell you
to go have sex at the rate that
I pop Echinacea pills, nor am
I giving you the green light to
grab a Walnut Crunch from Tim
Hortons everyday. But based on
their long, not-very-expeditious
lineups, you may have enough
time to find yourself a partner to
help you burn off those calories
(wink).

HEALTH & FITNESS

Working the POLE
Trying my thighs at one sexy workout routine

AMANDA LEFLEY

SPORTS BEAT
WHEN I told my 50-year-old
father I was taking a pole dancing
class, his heart skipped a beat.
But not to be confused with
fantasy pole dancing, Pole
Dancing
Winnipeg’s
fitness
classes are a lot of hard work – although they offer fantasy classes,
as well.
“Fitness will make you sweat,”
said owner Carolyne Braid.
“There’s a little bit of the sex
appeal in the fitness class but
you’ve got sweat dripping down
you.”
Pole
Dancing
Winnipeg
offers three different classes: fun,
fantasy and fitness. All of the
classes are held at a temporary
location at the Sir John Commu-

nity Centre – with the exception
of the fun classes, which can be
hosted in your living room or at a
Canad Inns location.
I decided to partake in a fitness
level one class – looking for a different way to exercise and have
fun. I was very surprised by the
end of the class how beat up my
muscles were. My shoulders and
neck were sore and my buttocks
were as stiff as a board – and as
you advance through the levels
you are told to expect numerous
bruises after a class.
“It’s a lot of work,” said Braid.
“People are amazed at how much
work it truly does take. The
amount of coordination, flexibility, and strength required to truly
master the pole, it’s tremendous
what’s required.”
Amen.
My instructor was Danielle
and she took the time to try and
teach me a few small routines. As

soon as she left to walk around the
room, I went at it by myself and
found I forgot a lot of the little
steps – like which foot goes first,
where are my arms supposed to
be, how far I had to be from the
pole?
It’s easy to fling yourself and
swirl around a pole. Heck, kids do
it all the time on the playground,
but it’s a whole different playing
field when you add holds, twists,
turns, and body rolls.
“The nice thing is you get to
feel sexy at the same time,” said
Braid.
The other nice thing about
these work out classes is no men
are allowed – so you don’t have
to pick and choose your times to
go (unlike at the gym – if you’re
afraid of working up a sweat in
front of a cute guy).
“Just try it,” said Braid. “Have
some fun with it, and let yourself
go.”

Carolyne Braid

Danielle is one of owner Carolyne Braid’s nine instructors at Pole
Dancing Winnipeg.
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Years to come
Speed skater Shannon Rempel will keep
her eye on the podium beyond 2010

KALEN QUALLY

SPORTS EDITOR

S

ome elite high school athletes make it to provincial
championships. The best
of those select few make it to nationals. But in grade 12, Winnipeg
speed skater Shannon Rempel
narrowly missed qualifying for the
Winter Olympics.
“I missed qualifying for the
Olympics (in 2002) by a tenth of
a second,” said Rempel. “It was
tough. In my grade 12 year, I had
to set up classes so I could spend
more time in Calgary to train
because of the Olympic year.”
Immediately after graduating from Oak Park Collegiate at
age 17, Rempel moved to Calgary
to train full time. Her second
attempt at qualifying for the
Winter Olympics wasn’t nearly
the same struggle and she qualified for the 2006 Winter Olympics in Torino, Italy, even winning

a silver medal in the women’s
team pursuit event.
But an elite athlete, regardless of their result, is rarely satisfied. Rempel is no exception.
“I didn’t perform well at last
games,” said Rempel. “I didn’t
race well in the individual distances, but the seasons after that
I’ve surprised myself with how
well I’ve been doing.”
Going into this year’s Winter
Olympics, Rempel felt very
strongly about Canada’s entire
field of speed skaters. While
Cindy Klassen was the star of
the 2006 Olympics in Torino,
Rempel feels the rest of the Canadian skaters will get their chance
to shine in Vancouver.
“As a team, I think we can
do better,” said Rempel before
the start of the 2010 Games.
“We have more people at the top.
Cindy wasn’t number one at our
Canadian trials and hasn’t been
the one on the podium. Kristina
Groves and Kristine Nesbitt have
basically been unbeatable.”
Rempel boasted that Canada’s female skaters have been
strongest in the 1000, 1500, 3000,

Submitted Photo

Shannon Rempel won’t settle until she gets gold.

and 5000 metre events. As of Feb.
18, Canadian women scooped
up a gold medal in the 1000m
and a bronze in the 3000m.
“Canada’s female skaters” is very
close to being just “Manitoba’s”
as most of Canada’s skaters are
actually from in-province. Being
asked about the six Manitoban
Olympic skaters (four women,
two men) is something Rempel
finds impossible to explain and is
likely tired of trying to.
“Ah, the classic question,”
Rempel said. “I can’t explain

it, because there’s a big age gap
(between all the Manitoban
skaters). Clara Hughes is 37 and
I’m 25. I guess if you’re tough
enough to stick it out and skate in
the Winnipeg cold, I think you’re
going to be mentally strong.”
On the subject of age,
Rempel insists that there is no
urgency and feeling of “the time
is now” when it comes to succeeding at the games this February. At
25, she isn’t worried about her
time in speed skating running out.
“It’s such a weird sport.

There’s not particular age when
there is a prime,” said Rempel.
“Clara Hughes didn’t start skating
until she was like 30.”
Looking ahead, Rempel
knows there will be more opportunities after the Vancouver
Olympics this February.
“This will be my second
games and I plan on trying to
qualify for a fourth time (in 2014).
I think it’s pretty unique, there
aren’t many sports like it. It’s nice
to at least know there is that opportunity.”

OLYMPIC FEVER

Canada’s first gold medal

The nation’s newest sporting hero speaks about his instant rise to fame
ANDREW BATES
CUP WESTERN BUREAU CHIEF
VANCOUVER (CUP) — Within
half an hour, every Canadian in
Vancouver had learned Alex Bilodeau’s name.
The moguls skier had seized
gold with a score of 26.75,
winning not only Canada’s first
gold medal at the 2010 Winter
Games in Vancouver, but the first
Canadian gold medal won on
home soil.
Bilodeau, however, has been
taken aback by his sudden rise to
the Canadian sports stratosphere.
“Yesterday, they were naming
names, and I don’t pretend to be
in that category of Gretzky,” he
said. “The Prime Minister called
me, Mr. (Jean) Chrétien called
me, everyone called me.”
“I was an old freestyler yesterday and now . . . I just can’t
believe it.”
Despite his humility, Bilodeau was fiercely proud of his
achievement. “It’s something to
perform at the Olympics, but it’s
something else to do it at home,”
he said in French. “I was given
that chance on a plate, (and) I
was lucky enough to take it.” He
emphasized, however, the point
made the day before by his counterpart in women’s moguls, silver

Alexandre Bilodeau, centre, took home Canada’s first gold medal at the 2010 Games.

medalist Jennifer Heil, by insisting
that a medal is worth no more or
less at the Games when it is won
first or last.
He cited his whole family as
positive influences, but said that
his brother Frederic, who has cerebral palsy, provides a lot of motivation. “You look at him, he’s
got all the right to complain, and

how many times does he complain in a day? I can’t even count
mine,” he said. “That’s when you
put everything back in perspective, and say ‘I should just shut up,
swallow, and go train.’”
Bilodeau and his coach,
Peter Judge, were also defensive
when asked about accusations of
favouritism in Olympic judging.

Gerald Deo / The Ubyssey

An Australian official had told the
Queensland *Courier-Mail* that
he thought that Bilodeau could
not have achieved a 4.8 or 4.9,
because 5 is meant to be a perfect
score. “I thought Dale (BeggSmith, silver medalist) won, but
that’s just a gut feel.”
According to Judge, the
weighted system of judging would
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correct for a judge that showed favouritism. “Yesterday, Jenn Heil . .
. stated very emphatically that she
didn’t lose gold, she won a silver.
(Hannah Kearney) skied better
than her,” he said. “To suggest
that a judge could have had an
effect on the outcome is not only
uneducated, it’s a bit absurd if
you understand . . . how our sport
is structured and how the scoring
system is structured.”
Bilodeau thought that any
ripples even out eventually.
“Sometimes you’re in the
good grace of the judge, sometimes you’re not,” he said. “Everyone’s going to be equal at the
end. You always have your ups
and downs.”
The tired skier had only slept
three hours in the previous night,
due to a number of media appearances following the win. He
spoke of how honoured he felt
to be an Olympic champion, and
although he seemed intimidated
by the international focus he had
received, he was mindful of his
impact on history. “I’ll probably
be in the Trivial Pursuit,” he said,
causing a cascade of laughs in the
press theatre.
To celebrating Canadians
around the country, his achievement was clearly more than
trivial.
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HUMOR & PUZZLES
Submitted to The Projector on February 3, 2010
Dear Asshole,

LET IT GO, MAN by Thor Blondal

It has recently come to my attention — as of
our conversation yesterday — that you are
using your power as Editor-in-Chief of Red
River College’s fine publication, the Projector,
to exclude my fine comic, “Let It Go, Man,”
from the next issue.
Let It Go, Man is the only locally-produced
comic in the new comic section of the Projector. Hell, sometimes it is the entire comic
section! By eliminating my comic, you are effectively crippling the comic industry of Red
River College. Much like former Tonight
Show host Conan O’Brien, I have not been
given a proper chance to flourish as an artist
and break into the mainstream. I haven’t had
a chance to live yet, Matt. WHY WON’T
YOU LET ME LIVE?? Are you gonna
replace me with some sort of sub-par Jay
Leno of the comic world? Huh?! Is that how
it’s gonna be Matt?
I’m sorry. My emotions got the best of me. That was a tad harsh. I just…
I pour my heart into those comics, Matt. How would you feel if your life’s
work was rejected by someone who you share both a deep professional and
personal relationship with? I think I know how you’d feel, Matt: not good.
And another thing: what is with those random Internet comics you sometimes put in there? Why are you outsourcing, Matt? You are taking away jobs
from honest, hard working Red River students! Well, one job in particular…
mine! And there is plenty of raw talent right here on campus! You should be
trying to cultivate local talent! Support your community! Are you too good
for your community, Matt?
The good people of Red River College have been deprived of Let It Go,
Man long enough. After the Christmas break, I’m sure everyone was hungry
for some laughs. But those interns didn’t even ask me for a comic! And now
you don’t want to run it? That’s two months without any wacky antics from
our favourite protagonist!
I am hereby calling upon my legions of fans to write in and express their
discontentment with this disgusting decision. If you are feeling as gypped as
I am, let your voice be heard! Even if it has nothing to do with my comic,
write in if Matt has pissed you off somehow. Did he listen to shitty emo in
your general vicinity? Did his hair rub you the wrong way? Rise up! Yes we
can! Change!
Once more, I’m not angry; I’m just disappointed. You, sir, are worse than
Hitler.
Love,
Thor

BestCrosswords.com

Puzzles provided by BestCrosswords.com (http://www.bestcrosswords.com). Used with permission.

ACROSS
1- 71% is under water;
6- Slovenly person;
10- Fruit-filled pie;
14- luck!;
15- Farm structure;
16- Hydrox rival;
17- Sports card name;
18- Revenuers, for short;
19- Highest point;
20- Dejection;
23- Spreads out;
27- Muse of lyric poetry; 28Asian sea;
29- Admonition;
34- Bottom line;
36- Chili con ;
37- Horned viper;
40- Like afterschool activities;
43- Coloring material;
44- Rate;
45- Valuable collection;
46- Boring;
48- Departs;
49- “___ by any other
name…”;
53- Recompense;
55- Remove carbon dioxide
from;
60- Italian wine city;
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61- Dash;
62- Baffled;
67- Turned right;
68- Inter ;
69- Film composer Stevens;
70- Bluesy James;
71- Move suddenly;
72- “Peter and the Wolf ” bird;

DOWN
1- Mischievous person;
2- “You’ve got mail” co.;
3- Hwy.;
4- Half a fly;
5- Sturdy;
6- Grounded fleet;
7- Lame movement;
8- Bread spread;
9- Beethoven’s birthplace;
10- Hard drinker;
11- Concert venue;
12- Hit back, perhaps;
13- Capital of Japan;
21- Computer key;
22- Discover;
23- Satisfied;
24- Agent;
25- Starbucks order;
26- Banned apple spray;

30- Sharp;
31- Miscellany;
32- Diamond flaw?;
33- Black bird;
35- Pantry;
37- Crazy as ;
38- Rescued;
39- Squeeze;
41- Automobile;
42- Exhort;
47- Sun -sen;
49- Maxim;
50- Adjust to zero;
51- Eight singers;
52- You ___ mouthful!;
54- Repasts;
56- Glass ornament;
57- Earthen pot;
58- Neet rival;
59- Med school subj.;
63- Beverage commonly
drunk in England;
64- Bro’s counterpart;
65- Biblical verb ending;
66- Eureka!;
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EDITOR: Emily Baron Cadloff >> art@rrcsa.com

Where the big kids play
SHAYNA WIWIERSKI

ARTS BEAT

W

innipeg isn’t known
for being a fashion
mecca, but a Red
River College student is changing
all that.
Jeffrey Vallis, a second year
creative communications student,
along with Braden Alexander, an
alumni of the program, are the
editor and creative director of
Sandbox Magazine, an online publication soon to be launched in
print form in early March.
Vallis and Alexander came
up with the idea of Sandbox while
working at the popular Winnipeg GLBT magazine Outwords.
However, they soon started to
realize that their direction wasn’t
the best approach for that particular magazine and would be suited
for something more unique.
“Since [Outwords] started
changing over to a glossy fresh
fashion-forward magazine, we realized through the feedback that
it wasn’t the best approach for the
GLBT community,” said Vallis.
“[However], we thought it was
something that Winnipeg needed
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and we said lets just start off and
now is the time to do it. And we
had a bunch of resources through
[creative communications] and
Outwords.”
Sandbox debuted in November 2009 to rave reviews.
One reader, Graham Sellen,
thinks the magazine is one of the
best in the province.
“[The] quality of work,
photos articles etc., is far superior
to anything I’ve seen come out of

Manitoba in the past 10 years,”
said the 27-year-old, who found
out about Sandbox through Facebook.
Each issue, currently only
online, features stories and high
fashion photos along with three
set segments: Talent and Tits,
Life Stories, and the ever popular
Beautiful Man.
“I love it because I get to interview hot guys in their underwear,” said Vallis.

Although it can be the most
popular with the ladies, it hasn’t
stopped men from approaching
some of the models.
“[After] this month’s issue
came out, some guy messaged
Troy [Thompson, February’s
hottie] and offered him a hundred
bucks to massage him,” said Vallis
who reassures that Thompson
didn’t take him up on the offer.
Man candy aside, Sandbox
embodies more than just Playgirl-

esque features.
There’s also tons of high
fashion, glamorous photos, a
theme that kicks off their debut
printed issue.
The issue, available after
their Sandbox Launch Party
at Mystique on March 4, features Canada’s Next Top Model
Meaghan Waller, whom Vallis
says portrays the opposite of ruly
diva-like model behaviour.
“She was awesome and spent
like five hours with us on Sunday
in an in-depth interview with her.
She left for China an hour and
a half after to go there for three
months,” he said.
So will there be national
Sandboxes? Maybe a Sandbox
Toronto or Montreal?
Well, Vallis says as of now,
he wants to keep it local and
show off the stuff that gets under
looked when referring to Winnipeg.
“Right now we want to keep
the focus on Winnipeg,” he said.
“And this isn’t something that
Winnipeg has right now, we aren’t
known for fashion. We want to
stick to Winnipeg and promote
our Winnipeg talent.
“We love the people we work
with. They are so talented, so
right now we are going to stick to
being local,” he said.

LOCAL MUSIC

Stayin’ alive with Disco! Disco!
“We had to learn how to play in key with each other
and sing in key,”

- band member Jessica Sigurdson

SHAYNA WIWIERSKI

ARTS BEAT

If you ever thought starting a
band would be easy, two Red
River College students will tell
you to think again.
Upon embarking on their independent professional project, a
year-long project that all creative
communications students do in
their second year of the program,
Jessica Sigurdson and Kelly
Romas experienced an epiphany.
“I had a dream that me and
Kelly started a band and I woke
up and couldn’t wait to see [her]
and see what she thought,” said
Sigurdson, 24.
Added Romas, 21: “At first I
was like oh my gosh this is going
to be a huge undertaking. I don’t
know how to play guitar well and
I’ve never written a song, so I
marinated on it for two days and
I just realized that this project
would be way too much fun to
not to do and I would regret not
doing it and it would be worth the

challenges.”
The outcome of their challenges is the two-person synth
pop band Disco! Disco! who will
be playing their three-song EP
on Feb. 27 at The Academy in
Osborne Village, where they will
be joined alongside DJ RPG and
DJ Dan L.

They may have some material now, but it was a long journey
to get there considering that both
ladies have had no prior experience in creating music.
“We had to learn the whole
program that mixed our beats
and Jess borrowed a midi board
so it made it a lot easier to mix

beats and use the synth kits,” said
Romas.
“We had to learn how to play
in key with each other and sing in
key,” Sigurdson added.
The girls, who finish each
other’s sentences, practiced six to
eight hours every week from September until Christmas, sometimes even working whole weekends.
Sigurdson’s
boyfriend,
Jeremy Williams, known in the
Winnipeg community as musical
comedian J. Williamez, acted as
their mentor.
“He never said this is bad,
he took what we had and told us
what to do to make it better. He
was the first one to tell us that we
were singing and playing out of
key,” said Sigurdson.
But what about the music?
Romas describes their sound
as electro pop and their EP as
“high energy, full octane power
pop with a ballad thrown in the
middle.” She also says that one
song of theirs got compared to
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The Killers.
Their EP itself is a mix of
2005 underground electro mixed
with the band Stars, with a hint
of Metric and complete with
catchy lyrics. Fittingly their inspirations are Metric and the Yeah
Yeah Yeahs, whom both get a
shout out on their track “Rockstar
Zombie”.
Although all their songs are
catchy, the real gem on the disc
is “Random Anthem,” a twisted
love song, perfect for summer that
will have you playing it on repeat.
It’s great stuff, considering
that a year ago these two ladies
didn’t even know how to play
instruments, and according to
Romas, it’s as good as anything
already out there.
“Are you f-ing kidding me?!
We’re making radio ready pop
music,” she said.
To find out more about Disco!Disco! visit
their website discodiscopop.blogspot.
com, or on Twitter, discodiscomusic.
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The house that Moe built
Dinner theatre keeps AIDS support centre healthy
“David blows my mind. All the hours he’s putting
into this thing. It’s an extravaganza. I’m so
amazed by the generosity of all the people and
the time they’ve put in.”

EMILY BARON CADLOFF

ARTS EDITOR

- Moe Feakes,
executive director,
House of Hesed

I

“

like dinner theatre, because
the audience is part of the
play. You need those obnoxious characters, you know? They
interact with the audience,” says
Dave Turnbull with a grin.
Turnbull is the producer, director, promoter, and actor in a
dinner theatre play called Taming
the Wild West – in a Dress. The
play is about a gang of swindlers
in 1950’s Chicago who inherit a
salon in the south. In order to run
the parlor, they need to dress up
like women. Hilarity ensues.
But before you think this
play is just another outlet for university theatre majors to speak
with weird and wonky accents,
check out the back story.
Turnbull, a Red River College
student, started the dinner theatre
three years ago with his mother
as a fundraiser for the House of
Hesed, a live-in care facility for
people with HIV-AIDS, and receives no government funding.
The house was started ten years
ago by Moe Feakes, a friend of
Turnbull’s mother.
“A friend of mine died of
AIDS in 1992. Going through
that, I saw that there was no place
to be cared for,” says Feakes. “But

here, these people can come here
and they can receive further care.
They can get what they need
here.”
But keeping this facility
going isn’t an easy task. There
are 24-hour staff and volunteers
to on call to ensure that all of the
needs of the 10 residents are met.
On top of staffing needs,
Feakes needs to pay for food, utilities, and nursing care for the residents – an expensive venture.
“We rely heavily of donations, and we get a lot of donations from churches in the city,”

says Feakes. “It’s worth it though.
When people come here, there’s
a sense of value. Knowing that
someone loves me, someone
esteems me. We make sure our
residents know that. There’s a
sense of self worth here.”
In what could be a somber
environment, Feakes says Turnbull brings light and laughter into
the house with the play.
The 15-person cast practices
weekly in the basement of the
Edmonton Street house, and the
energy is infectious.
“I don’t know how to express

it. It’s just so generous,” says
Feakes, tearing up as she speaks.
“David blows my mind. All the
hours he’s putting into this thing.
It’s an extravaganza. I’m so
amazed by the generosity of all
the people and the time they’ve
put in.”
For his part, Turnbull is
happy to help. In past years, his
mother has taken on the role of
producer, but this year he wears
that hat. And even though it’s a
lot of work, he’s excited by the
challenge.
Last year, the dinner theatre
raised nearly $20,000 in just a
few nights. That kind of generosity keeps the house running for
another few months, and keeps
Turnbull working for the cause.
“I enjoy doing it,” he says.
“The last two years I’ve directed,
and my mom produced. This year
I’m doing all of it, and I realize
how much work it is.
“But it’s so worth it when we
practice at the house. We can see
the residents, and we understand
how much they need us. It’s hard
work for a really worthy cause.”
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If you want to see
Turnbull and troupe
in action, head to St.
Charles Parish Feb.
26-28, and St. Martyrs
Canadiens Hall on
March 5-7. Tickets
are $25 and include a
three-course meal as
well as the show. Donations for the House
of Hesed are always
welcome.
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And The Academy Goes To...

Oscar the grouch
EMILY BARON CADLOFF

ARTS EDITOR

O

kay, I love the Oscars for many
reasons. I love watching the stars
show up in the awesome — and
not so awesome — outfits. I love the funny
speeches. I love watching with friends,
snacking on nachos and making predictions about who will win.
But honestly, the Oscar race is starting
to wear thin for me.
The road to an Oscar isn’t paved with
pure talent anymore. Nominees have to
campaign for their prize. They have to
make the talk show rounds, and show up at
the right luncheons and gala events. They
have to talk about the awards, and how
excited they are. And it all seems so… fake.
Don’t get me wrong, I know this isn’t a

new phenomenon. I know the Oscars have
always worked like this. But I figured out
just how twisted the competition is this
year, and all because of one film – Avatar.
Yes, I liked Avatar. I thought it was cool.
The special effects were unreal, and I even

liked the clunky 3D glasses. I could forgive
the unbelievable dialogue (Unobtainium?
Really?), and I could let go of the paper-thin
plot (Dances With Wolves in space, anyone?),
because, frankly, the movie looked effing
cool.

The Oscars as a stage
for social commentary
MICHAEL ALLEN
RYERSON FREE PRESS (RYERSON UNIVERSITY)
TORONTO (CUP) — As we near March,
so too comes that sacred time of year for
film students and entertainment junkies
alike: The Oscars.
The air is electric after the buzz from
the Golden Globes. As entertaining as it is,
however, to make our predictions for best
supporting actress, best visual effects and
the holy grail of them all, best picture, let
us pause to reflect on what lies ahead in
2010.
Now, it is no secret that in the past
the Oscars have been transformed into a
venue for discussing social issues. In 1973,
Marlon Brando refused his Oscar for The
Godfather, citing the misrepresentation of
Native Americans in film.
Likewise, Michael Moore’s acceptance
speech in 2002 for Bowling for Columbine
evoked shouts and boos when he criticized
the war in Iraq. Although these individual
outbursts and protests are rare, the Oscars’
ceremony is the time for Hollywood to
speak up about social issues. This can be
seen even so simply in the films they choose
to recognize.
Traditionally, the best actor/actress
and best picture recipients have been tied
to performances and films that address
hot-button issues of the day in American
society. George Clooney mused in his 2006
best supporting actor acceptance speech
for Syriana that Hollywood is unafraid of
engaging subjects outside of mainstream
discourse.
“We’re the ones who (talked) about
AIDS when it was just being whispered,”
he said.
Indeed 1993’s Philadelphia, starring
Tom Hanks as a homosexual man stricken with HIV, was seen by critics as a bold

step and earned Hanks an Oscar. Some
argued however, that Hanks’s recognition
had much to do with soothing the tempers
of gay rights activists over negative stereotypes in the previous year’s best picture
winner, The Silence of the Lambs.
It seems that, especially in recent years,
each Oscar telecast has a social justice
theme. This was perhaps most exemplified
in 2007 when former U.S. Vice-President
Al Gore’s documentary An Inconvenient Truth
took not only the best documentary feature
award, but also claimed best original song
— a first for a documentary.
In addition to being invited on stage by
the director, Gore’s presence was ambient
throughout the entire award show as he
continually appeared onstage to support
his stance on global climate change.
Actor Leonardo DiCaprio proudly
announced early in the 2007 telecast that
this was the first “green” Oscar show and
echoed Gore’s sentiment that climate
change is “not a political issue; it’s a moral
issue.”
Of course, this remark came after a
gushing DiCaprio begged Gore to run for
U.S. president in 2008. Not a political issue
indeed.
What theme will be most prevalent
at the Oscars in 2010? For that we usually
can take a cue from the Oscar’s junior predecessor, the Golden Globes. If we are to
put any stock in the decisions made by this
smaller gala, it’s looking to become an even
better year for Ontario-born Avatar director, James Cameron.
With both he and his record-smashing
two-and-a-half hour 3D spectacle claiming
the top prizes at the Globes, it should not
be a big surprise if we see a repeat of Titanic’s near-clean sweep in 1998.
It’s difficult to extrapolate what particular theme Avatar will fulfill, as it is a film
jammed-packed with as many ideas as eye-

popping effects.
Will this year harken back
to 2004’s Hotel Rwanda, with the
themes of relocation and genocide
as envisioned in James Cameron’s
blue-skinned natives, or will anti-war
sentiments over the occupation of a
sovereign territory (or planet) for a natural
resource win out?
It’s my hope that Avatar, a film that
populated ideas so big it doesn’t know
how to effectively address them, does not
overshadow other, more focused and socially conscious, films from this year.
I’ll have my fingers crossed for the
underdog Precious, a film about an innocent 16 year-old girl growing up in
Harlem who struggles to overcome some
of the most brutal and squirm-inducing
emotional abuse ever committed to film.
Regrettably, this piece seems to have
raised more questions than it had sought
to answer — a common hazard when one
tries to read too much into entertainment.
It is probably a good thing that we try to
keep it in perspective.
The Oscars are an annual
celebration of the newest
films. So as we pitch-in on
our Oscar pools and tune
in next month, if nothing
else, we know we will be
entertained.
Hopefully as the
awards are handed out
and the long-running
speeches are cut
off by the orchestra, Hollywood
will remember
that’s why we
keep going to
the movies in the
first place.
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But that doesn’t mean it’s Best Picture
worthy. And yet, it’s a real contender and it
just might win.
Why? Because while in all other Oscar
categories, committee members can only
vote within their categories, everyone can
vote for “best” categories. And that means
that special effects technicians, makeup
artists, and costume designers, most of
whom worked with James Cameron on this
project, will overwhelm the vote.
I get it, they all deserve a vote. But just
because they’re proud of their project, it
doesn’t mean that Avatar is a better movie
than, say, The Hurt Locker or indie darling
Precious.
But that’s how the Oscars work. The
nominees have to fight for the top prize,
rather than letting the performance on the
screen speak for itself.
Either way, I’ll be watching. Because I
like seeing the dresses, and I like having
nachos for dinner.
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Give me a book, not an interface
Nostalgia for a world without virtual bookshelves and e-reading
SHANNON PALUS
McGILL DAILY (McGILL UNIVERSITY)
MONTREAL (CUP) – I love
reading books. I love collecting
books. Books are adventures,
companions, references, trophies.
I love the way that the titles are
embossed on the spines of hardcovers. The jackets of hardcover
books are just wrapping, like
shrink-wrap or blister-packaging:
meant to be removed after purchase. I love the way that the
corners of pages retain a little
crease line if they are ever folded
over at the corner to mark the
reader’s place.
If the launch of Apple’s iPad
— and along with it, the Kindlerivaling iBook application — is
the future, consider me unimpressed.
The iBook application features a virtual blonde oak bookshelf, which can be filled with
little icons of books, purchasable
from Apple’s own iBookstore,
for about $10 a pop. The browsing experience mimics that of
iTunes — optimized through topselling lists, searches and reviews.
No comfy chairs and shelves and
soft lighting. No floor-to-ceiling
shelves decked with yellowing paperbacks, like those in any used
bookstore. The future sounds
sterile, homogenized.
I’ve used the iPhone version
of the iBook app, while attempting to read H.G. Wells’s The Time
Machine on a car ride from New
York to Philly. After four pages of
small print and a creepy page-turn
flicking sound, I opted to look out
the car window instead. Though
the iPad version of the application promises life-size pages that
even look like a real book when
the device is held in portrait, I
still can’t imagine curling up with
a tablet and scrolling through a
sci-fi novel.
Books — of the perhaps soonto-be-old-fashioned
material
kind — record a history. My used
copy of Alan Lightman’s Einstein’s
Dreams has entire pages doused
in yellow highlighter. It belonged
to someone else — someone else
who not only read the very same
words, but turned the very same
pages.
I have books that are signed
by the author: Freeman Dyson’s
scrawl in the front of The Scientist
as Rebel, E. O. Wilson’s stick-figure

rendition of an ant in the front of
Nature Revealed. The back pages
are filled with notes: “Soccer
moms are the worst enemy
of natural history —
Wilson, June 2006,
Natural
History
Museum,” jotted
across the top of
the index.
At my parents’
house, there are
boxes filled with
the likes of Beverly
Cleary’s
Ramona
Quimby, Age 8, and
Lois Lowry’s Anastasia Krupnik,
boxes
that
serve as a
historical
record of
what
I
grew up
reading
w i t h
a
flashlight after my
bedtime. The
inside
front
covers have my
name written in them — in
giant scrawl containing backward letters, in smaller neater
print, in messy cursive, in
smudged pencil, in
gel-pen ink. The
copy of Ella Enchanted is severely
water damaged
from the time
that I took it outside to read
on the swing set, and then
forgot about it.
I’ve held onto a Nation- a l
Geographic picture atlas titled Our
Universe that bears the inscription: “Happy Eighth Birthday
Shannon! Love, Dad and Mom.”
I have pictures of my eight-yearold self holding the book and grinning; I remember chasing after
my sister some years later upon
discovering a bouquet’s worth of
dandelions pressed between the
terrestrial planets.
I have titles that I wouldn’t
purchase for myself: two copies
of the Bible, each a gift from
Quaker meetings that my family
has attended. A “special 150th
anniversary edition” copy of On
the Origin of the Species printed on
cheap paper was a gift from a
friend, who acquired it free of
charge just outside the University
of Chicago’s campus. A quick ex-
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Imagine leaning over someone’s shoulder as
they stare at their tablet. Sometimes technology
destroys privacy. Sometimes it increases it. One
can view, read, write anything in public under the
guise of a slick 8-by-11 interface.
amination reveals the true intention of the edition’s distribution: a
54-page “special introduction” of
belief-based cliché statements on
why evolution is wrong.
I lent out a copy of Kenneth
Miller’s Finding Darwin’s God at
some point in high school, and
never saw it again. I sometimes
wonder whose hands it wound up
in.
In the future, will books not
have pasts? Or colours, smell, ink?
Will they become cheaper? Will
they be pirated? Will novels go
the way of free Internet blogging
content? Will the children of tomorrow not go to the library and
fill tote bags with picture books
and Judy Blume, not grow up to
fork over several summer paychecks on a semester of books? Is
that really so bad?
Two strangers on the train who
start conversing about Kurt Vonnegut is an improbable scenario

without the prop of, say, an actual
physical copy of SlaughterhouseFive. Imagine leaning over someone’s shoulder as they stare at
their tablet. Sometimes technology destroys privacy. Sometimes
it increases it.
One can view, read, write anything in public under the guise of
a slick 8-by-11 interface.
Apple’s web site exclaims that
the iBook application and the
iPad represent a magical new
technology, but when talking
about the technology, Steve Jobs
sounds underwhelmed and uninspired. Last month’s iPad keynote
dedicated approximately two of
its 92 minutes to the iBook app.
Like the rest of the keynote, the
two minutes are bland. Even
Jobs’s dig at the Kindle is soft,
almost complimentary: “We’re
going to stand on their shoulders,
and go a bit further.”
Jobs explained that the iBook
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application is great for reading
books, great for buying books on
the bookstore. Emphasis on bookstore, emphasis on buying: “We’re
going to have a lot of books in the
bookstore. We’re very excited.”
Is that really all that Apple can
promise?
Maybe in the future, virtual
books will be cheaper than their
paperback counterparts. Maybe
in the future, we’ll save whole
forests by distributing bestsellers
exclusively in iBook format. And
in an online bookstore, there is
unlimited storage space: maybe
enough publishers will get on
board, and maybe even the most
esoteric titles will be accessible
with just a click of a mouse.
Perhaps one day, sitting on the
train, or at the beach, or sprawled
on the couch after a long day of
work, reading a novel on the iPad
won’t feel so awkward, or foreign,
or new.
But Apple isn’t talking about
any of the real advantages, or
possibilities: the description of
the iPad’s potential is limited
to buzzwords: “revolutionary,”
“magical.” It’s hardly enough of
an argument to make me think
I’ll be starting a library of iBooks
anytime soon.
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